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But once there was this idea that what people actually want is news that reaffirms their pre-existing view of
the world â€” the idea that it was a meaningful source of information evaporated. In short, Klosterman is
obviously intelligent, and he obviously cares about popular culture. An essay about The Real World
thoughtfully explored how the producers embraced physical diversity but rejected any meaningful intellectual
differences among its youthful cast. The interest in a weird book of 18 essays about ephemera surprised
Klosterman. Every previous election in my memory , the outcome reflected what the suspicion would be. If
the artists of the 90s made the study of pop culture TV, movies, etc. People thinking it was too bad or too
good. And while I'm not exactly happy about that truth, it doesn't make me sad, either. That was cool. There
are, I suppose, brainy types who can do this sort of stuff well. Nevertheless, I'm not content with writing
about, say, Planned Parenthood v. I think that he probably is a little lonely. Shit, 50 years from now. The late
Susan Sontag rattled off a bunch of powerhouse pieces. But this cheap listing of memories, good for a sugar
rush, does none of the heavy lifting Klosterman does. At the time, I was mildly outraged that my tuition
money was supporting this kind of crap; years later, I have come to recall those pseudo-savvy lectures as what
I loved about college. In the early 20th century, Italian philosopher Antonio Gramsci developed a concept
called cultural hegemony where the ruling class imposes its values worldwide. When I suggested this
interpretation to Klosterman during our interview, he offered an additional reason for the success of those
early works: Those things, at the time, because it was sort of pre-Internetâ€”or, you know, the Internet existed
but essentially not the way it does nowâ€”there was almost no place for those ideas to exist in the culture. On
paper, he does come across as kind of abrasive and unlikable, but that might be to my journalistic detriment.
Joyce Carol Oates can occasionally be dragged down off her high horse and made to write an essay about the
sweet science. Klosterman's own half-assed discussion of Hitler in I Wear the Black Hat, which consists of
some paraphrases of what a few scholarly "big names" wrote juxtaposed with one or two pieces of original
thought, is a textbook example of this problem. I find it discomforting to see people performing their emotions
in a medium that is generally designed for entertainment. Allow me to elaborate: uninformed opinion-offering
is what most of us lazy, sort of-educated Millennials are best qualified to do. He won't, but isn't it pretty to
think so? Music sounds different to him than it does to anyone else, and that manifests itself in the way he
plays guitar. Twitter and Facebook have huge social meaning, and they affect the news and all these things,
but for the most part people look at Twitter to kill time between doing real work. She satisfies me in ways that
I never even considered. The competitive nature of it does feel a little weird. You can find him on Twitter or at
his website. The reason he wrote fiction to begin with, he says, relates to how people started connecting every
sentence he wrote to some essential part of the author himself, so that even if he introduced an idea just to
explore it, any thought-experiments made as he did so were extrapolated to represent his worldview. The thing
that they often overlooked was that the approval rating of the media was in the low 20s or in the teens â€”
almost no one seemed to have a positive perception of the media as an abstraction. Which is why a book like
X and an author like Klosterman stand out. He could make this subject matter in a way that it never has before,
to an audience of significant size, and in so doing leave behind something that doesn't merely win the applause
of the moment, but is instead a gift left to posterity. Did you accidentally presage a Trump candidacy, if not
his presidency? With Tarantino and Seinfeld, et al, the whole point of their enterpriseâ€”and why they
employed narrative rather than argumentationâ€”was to have ordinary people employ pseudo-scholarly
analysis to their everyday banalities, including the shows they watch, the music they listen to, and whatever
else seems worthy of further mining. Has the world embraced his brand of commentary, making him an early
figure of its aesthetic? That might seem like a trite idea now, but 15 years ago it read as a valid, necessary, and
novel critique of reality television as it was becoming increasingly mainstream. Now the experience of going
for a nice walk or playing basketball or whatever, those are satisfying too. It would be a complicated thing for
a first-time author to pitch. First, many people consider him to be America's preeminent trash-culture critic,
which we know because his first collection of essays served as required reading material for The O. But
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Hillary is the only candidate who I would say has any sort of relationship to conservative ideals, because she is
fundamentally based in institutions, you know?


